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Alba Otomotiv started its operations in an area of 70 m2 in 1992, continues its activities in the
automotive sector with the production of molds, rod- ball joint and hydraulic group together
with Alba Ferro export company.
Alba Otomotiv differed from others with its own R & D department, use of latest technologies
and technical knowledge in mold manufacturing has developed its own production systems
and grants warranty by considering production as a project by controlling the production
process and its products 100%.
Alba Otomotiv, active in the country and abroad with more than 450 types of rod, ball joint
and hydraulic forging products and produces its own molds in its own production system and
increases its product range day by day.
With its monthly production capacity of 1200 tons / month, it is a reputable forging company
in its sector which produces parts in various sizes and tolerances from 0.04 kg to 6 kg.
Certified with IATF 16949 - ISO 9001: 2015 standards, Alba Otomotiv focuses on customer
satisfaction in the light of its philosophy of excellence. Total quality management is at the forefront and continuous investment is made for rapid production with the competitive understanding required by our age. We follow our customers closely and work solution-oriented.

www.albaotomotiv.com.tr

OUR VISION
Being a reliable company leading the sector, continuously improving the processes and improving
the satisfaction of our domestic and foreign customers with total quality management principles.
OUR MISSION
In order to serve as a company that continuously develops the quality values, our company is dedicated to be open to develop independently in a way to produce more capital each day within the
scope of the duties and authorities of the company, to meet customer requests, to set goals and
to create a safe environment in which productivity will reach maximum level.

MACHINE PARK
- 1600 Tons Smeral Maxi Press line “1 piece”
- 1000 Tons Smeral Maxi Press line “1 piece”
- 1250 Tons Lasco Manzoni Maxi Press line “1 piece”
- 600 Tons Friction Press line “2 piece”
- 4000 Anyang Hammer Press line “1 piece”
- 250 Tons Friction Press line“1 piece”
- 2500 Tons Knuckle Joint Press line “1 piece”
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TOOLSHOP
In order to produce the designed parts without defects, we develop our molds with perfection by using
our universal lathes, universal milling machine, CNC vertical machining center and various welding
machines.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Specialists in ALBA Kalıp Hot Metal Forging Engineering Department develops mold and apparatus
designs in short time by using Solidworks, Type3 modeling and Qform analysis programs in computer
environment. All processes of hot forging are designed in the most efficient manner and quality products are produced in the most economical way by the engineering department.
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QUALITY POLICY
We aim to create value for our customers
and to respond to expectations with quality
and stability.

QUALITY LABORATORY
ALBA Quality Laboratory aims to produce error-free production by continuously improving production processes,
thanks to dimensional, mechanical and crack controls.
ALBA Kalıp Hot Metal Forging Quality Laboratory aims to
produce accurate parts in a short time with devices such
as Brinell and Rockwell hardness tester, Magnetic Crack
control device, 3-D measuring instrument and Spectrometer for sensitive and accurate analysis.
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Ø19 mm - Ø55 mm PRODUCTS
Products with Ø19 mm - Ø55 mm diameter are forged by hot forging method and carbon steel
and alloy steels are heated by induction heating method and forged by mechanical presses.
Forged products are shaped according to cold caliber, parallelism and planarity tolerances.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
Hydraulic fasteners, all types of automotive steering and suspension parts.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
Hot forged wrought iron accessories parts and steel door handles
produced with hot forging method.
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RAIL TYPE DOOR PARTS

RAIL TYPE DOOR PARTS
The rail wheel is produced by forging method, the forging draft is processed and assembled with sheet metal parts and the final product is obtained.
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